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The development of Africa’s water sector
The multilateral aid agencies shifted their position in relation to the
development of water services worldwide over the past 20 years, not just
in Africa. The movement has been away from the provision of physical
infrastructure and more towards building economically sustainable institutions through which services are delivered. This trend was noted by both
commercial consultancy companies responding to procurement notices
from the multilateral development agencies, which called for institutional
development and capacity building, as well as recognised authorities in
the field of development (Moyo 2010). Guidance was made available by
the World Bank on this issue in 1997 with the publication of ‘Toolkits for
private sector participation in water and sanitation’, which for a significant
time was seen as the cornerstone for development of water industries in
emerging economies.
In Africa’s case, the history of development of the water industry started
when the majority of states achieved independence. In the postcolonial
era the emphasis was on the development of municipal infrastructure by
engineers, frequently with former colonial ties, designing and constructing
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municipal water assets as an export market for their services. Such asset
developments were largely procured with the benefit of a combination of
soft loans and grants from the international finance institutions (‘IFIs’)
and donor communities. Concurrently, host country nationalswere tasked
with the operation and maintenance of the infrastructure procured under
the IFIs’ guidance.
This approach met with limited success. While the skills relating to the
engineering operation and maintenance were in place following decolonisation, a deeper understanding of the commercial imperative of economic
sustainability of the water economy was absent at both political and senior
management levels. There was also the legacy of water services being a
municipal (as opposed to commercial) function, payment for which was
generally processed through local taxation. Be it for reasons of corruption
or the desire to cut the burden of municipal tax, operational expenditure
was cut and facilities fell into decay.
Simultaneously, the rural communities of Africa suffered their problems with water supply. Frequent droughts encouraged urban migration,
increasing pressures on municipal infrastructure. Attempts were made by
both charitable organisations and the multilateral donor communities to
address the needs of the rural poor. But the enormity of the problem and
the uncertainty of weather patterns brought limited success to the problem of rural water supply from donor aid alone.

The effect of private-sector participation
Rural success
The push for private-sector participation in water and sanitation in Africa
was not limited to the major urban conurbations. During the 1990s, and
since the turn of the millennium, various studies have been undertaken
in Africa in relation to private-sector participation in rural supply. Many
of the lessons learned come from projects investigating localised privatesector participation options in Uganda (Koestler 2008). In some cases local
private water operators have been established to let small-scale lease contracts to deliver water services to the rural poor in small towns as opposed
to large-scale urban conurbations (Kayaga & Samson 2003).
In preparing the small-scale private-sector participation options for
rural supply, a significant amount of research has been undertaken
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